Perler Pixel Art
What you’ll need…

•Perler beads
•Perler pegboard (29X29)
•Perler ironing paper •Clothes iron*
•Template
*An iron should always be used under adult supervision.
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Choose a template and find the appropriate color for the Perler beads. The bead colors and quan
are listed above each template.
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Begin placing the beads in their appropriate loca ons on the Perler pegboard.
Each template has numbers and le ers for reference loca on, but pegboards do
not. To get started, find a template point by coun ng from an edge or the middle
of the pegboard. We recommend you work your way out from the middle and
upward across the template. You can count each row or the length of each edge.
If you have diﬃculty working with small pieces, try a tool like a tweezers or pliers.
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Once you complete the en re template on your pegboard, it’s ready to be
ironed. Preheat an iron to a medium temperature. Our iron works well at
about 4 for the heat se ng. Place the finished piece on a level surface and
cover it with a piece of ironing paper. Iron the pixel art un l you can see all of
the beads through the sheet with minimal gaps between the Perler beads. This
should take around 30-60 seconds of ironing. Keep the iron moving in circular
mo ons to help distribute the heat and do not press down too hard.
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Let it cool for a few seconds before removing the ironing paper.
Carefully remove the Perler art from the pegboard. Flip the Perler art
over and place the ironing sheet over it again. Follow the same instruc ons
for ironing the back. Carefully peel the ironing paper oﬀ again. Voila! Your
Perler pixel art is done.

TEMPLATES→

Robbie Template
Difficulty: Easy
Green: 313
Clear: 8
CLEAR BEADS ARE NECESSARY FOR THE EYES TO ADHERE TO THE REST OF ROBBIE.

Pikachu Template
Difficulty: Medium Easy
Black: 204

Red: 40
Pink: 17

Yellow: 225
White: 2

Mario Template
Difficulty: Medium
Black: 164
Tan: 205

Red: 106
Blue: 24

Brown: 61
White: 57

